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Metal Rules the Globe

2011-12-27

heavy metal might not have been the most likely popular music genre to become global but it has this collection brings
together cultural studies and pop music accounts of metal around the world including indonesia malaysia singapore nepal
brazil malta slovenia china japan norway israel easter island and more

Metaldata

2021-06-25

metaldata a bibliography of heavy metal resources is the first book length bibliography of resources about heavy metal
from its beginnings in the late 1960s and early 1970s heavy metal has emerged as one of the most consistently popular and
commercially successful music styles over the decades the style has changed and diversified drawing attention from fans
critics and scholars alike scholars journalists and musicians have generated a body of writing films and instructional
materials that is substantial in quantity diverse in approach and intended for many types of audiences resulting in a
wealth of information about heavy metal metaldata provides a current and comprehensive bibliographic resource for
researchers and fans of metal this book also serves as a guide for librarians in their collection development decisions
chapters focus on performers musical instruction discographies metal subgenres metal in specific places and research
relating metal to the humanities and sciences and encompass archives books articles videos websites and other resources by
scholars journalists musicians and fans of this vibrant musical style

The Encyclopedia of Heavy Metal

2003

headbangers rejoice because this fantastically illustrated encyclopedia includes all things metal from influential bands such
as led zeppelin blue cheer iron butterfly kiss and queen to m tley crue black sabbath before ozzy became a family sitcom
star deep purple twisted sister and aerosmith right up to jane s addiction las cruces limp bizkit and today s most extreme
death metal bands not a single sub genre or band goes uncovered well researched and fact filled the witty text befits the
raucous bands that push musical and all other boundaries from obscure groups like armored saint and norway s mayhem to
pioneers grand funk railroad and iron maiden to megastars like ozzy osbourne alice cooper lita ford van halen joan jett and
marilyn manson each entry contains vital statistics a description of the band s history and sound an essential discography
the most current comprehensive popular compilations and much more special features cover such important details as
metal fashion and the various metal genres def leppard faith no more guns n roses judas priest metallica ac dc nine inch
nails poison rage against the machine and japan s loudness all of the favorite and not so favorite adrenaline pumped bizarre
bands that make heavy metal the unique form it is appear in all their glory

Extreme Metal

2006-12-01

extreme metal one step beyond heavy metal can appear bizarre or terrifying to the uninitiated extreme metal musicians
have developed an often impenetrable sound that teeters on the edge of screaming incomprehensible noise extreme metal
circulates on the edge of mainstream culture within the confines of an obscure scene in which members explore
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dangerous themes such as death war and the occult sometimes embracing violence neo fascism and satanism in the first
book length study of extreme metal keith kahn harris draws on first hand research to explore the global extreme metal
scene he shows how the scene is a space in which members creatively explore destructive themes but also a space in
which members experience the everyday pleasures of community and friendship including interviews with band
members and fans from countries ranging from the uk and us to israel and sweden extreme metal music and culture on
the edge demonstrates the power and subtlety of an often surprising and misunderstood musical form

New Wave of American Heavy Metal

2005

provides an alphabetical listing of artists of the new wave of american heavy metal nwoahm including name official
world wide site address and band member line up followed by a biography and discography additional information
available via the rock metal database at rockdetector com

Heavy Metal Studies and Popular Culture

2016-12-18

elaborating on themes of resilience memory critique and metal beyond metal this volume highlights how the
development and future of metal music scholarship is predicated on the engagement with other forms of popular culture
such as comics documentaries and popular music

Heavy Metal Thunder

1985

in the much anticipated sequel to the bestselling eddie trunk s essential hard rock and heavy metal trunk picks up where
he left off by featuring 35 new bands both legendary and forgotten and sharing his passion for all things metal complete
with his favorite playlists band discographies memorabilia trivia and more than 200 color photographs this new book
combines brief band histories with trunk s unique personal experiences and anecdotes in a must read for all fans of rock
and roll featuring a diverse lineup from marilyn manson and ace frehley to lita ford and whitesnake volume 2 salutes all
those who are ready to rock

Eddie Trunk's Essential Hard Rock and Heavy Metal, Volume II

2013-09-24

the definitive history of the first 30 years of heavy metal containing over 100 interviews with members of black sabbath
metallica judas priest twisted sister slipknot kiss megadeth public enemy napalm death and more more than 30 years after
black sabbath released the first complete heavy metal album its founder ozzy osbourne is the star of the osbournes tv s
favourite new reality show contrary to popular belief headbangers and the music they love are more alive than ever yet
there has never been a comprehensive book on the history of heavy metal until now featuring interviews with members
of the biggest bands in the genre sound of the beast gives an overview of the past 30 plus years of heavy metal delving
into the personalities of those who created it everything is here from the bootlegging beginnings of fans like lars ulrich
future founder of metallica to the sold out stadiums and personal excesses of the biggest groups from heavy metal s roots in
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the work of breakthrough groups such as black sabbath and led zeppelin to mtv hair metal courtroom controversies black
metal murderers and ozzfest sound of the beast offers the final word on this elusive extreme and far reaching form of
music

Sound of the Beast

2010-09-07

few forms of music elicit such strong reactions as does heavy metal embraced by millions of fans it has also attracted a
chorus of critics who have denounced it as a corrupter of youth even blamed it for tragedies like the murders at
columbine deena weinstein argues that these fears stem from a deep misunderstanding of the energetic rebellious culture
of metal which she analyzes explains and defends she interprets all aspects of the metal world the music and its makers its
fans its dress code its lyrics and in the process unravels the myths misconceptions and truths about an irreverent
subculture that has endured and evolved for twenty years

Heavy Metal

2009-08-05

from the blazing stovetop of montreal s annick giroux comes an inspired heavy metal cookbook full of favourite recipes
from members of thin lizzy mayhem anthrax sepultura gwar uriah heep and many more features ravishing recipes for
ravenous appetites with a varied menu of over 100 recipes from over 30 countries including yorkshire puddings from
england beer pizza crust from germany spaghetti barracuda from italy farikal from norway churrasco from brazil and
mushroom steak a la jack daniel s from the united states

Hellbent for Cooking

2010-12

this book addresses how whiteness is represented in heavy metal scenes and practices both as a site of academic inquiry
and force of cultural significance the author argues that whiteness and more specifically white masculinity has been given
normative value which obscures the contributions of women and people of colour and affirms the exclusory
understandings of belonging which have featured in the metal scenes of norway south africa and australia utilizing critical
discourse analysis and critical textual analysis of musical texts promotional material and participant based observation
ethnographies it explores how the texts discourses and practices produced and articulated by metal scene members and
scholars alike have presented heavy metal as a white masculine pastime yet also considers the vital work done by scene
members to confront expressions of exclusory misogyny and racism when they emerge in metal scenes the book will be
of interest to researchers and scholars in the fields of metal music studies leisure studies sociology of culture and sociology
of racism

Heavy Metal Music, Texts, and Nationhood

2021-10-25

Тhis encyclopedia is dedicated to hungarian rock and to reference data practical and to every rock band hungary
encyclopedia addressed to a wide range of fans of all hungarian style rock of rock n rolla pop jazz hard rocka to heavy
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metal doom death etc and also includes information about the group and discography

Encyclopedia of Hungarian rock. Volume two

2020-03-06

former metallica guitarist and founding member of megadeth dave mustaine talks for the first time about his life in rock n
roll finally telling the inside story of two of the most influential heavy metal bands in the world

Mustaine

2010

the first complete authoritative guide to this controversial genre a book sure to be the prime source of information for all
fans of hard rock and heavy metal it offers a remarkably wide range of facts and lore with nearly 1500 entries on hard
rock and heavy metal groups throughout the world

The International Encyclopedia of Hard Rock & Heavy Metal

1985

this ground breaking and innovative textbook offers a uniquely global approach to the study of social psychology inclusive
and outward looking the authors consciously re orientate the discipline of social psychology promoting a collectivist
approach each chapter begins with an illustrative scenario based on everyday events from visiting a local health centre to
shopping in a supermarket which challenges readers to confront the issues that arise in today s diverse multicultural
society this textbook also gives a voice to many indigenous psychologies that have been excluded from the mainstream
discipline and provides crucial coverage of the colonization experience by integrating core social psychology theories and
concepts with critical perspectives social psychology and everyday life provides a thought provoking introduction suitable
for both undergraduate and postgraduate students of social psychology and community psychology it can also be used by
students in related subjects such as sociology criminology and other social sciences accompanying online resources for this
title can be found at bloomsburyonlineresources com social psychology these resources are designed to support teaching
and learning when using this textbook and are available at no extra cost

Social Psychology and Everyday Life

2020-02-04

a coffee table style book from the sirius xm host of trunk nation and vh1 classic s that metal show the perfect gift for a
heavy metal and hard rock fan known as a leading expert on all things hard rock and heavy metal eddie trunk has
updated and expanded this book with even more on the subject eddie discusses his most essential bands his unique
personal experiences with them his favorite stump the trunk anecdotes and trivia as well as his favorite playlists whether
you re a classic metallic and megadeath metalhead or prefer the hair metal of old school bands like bon jovi or poison this
book salutes those who rock
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Eddie Trunk's Essential Hard Rock and Heavy Metal

2011-04-01

this is by far the biggest encyclopaedia of swedish hard rock and heavy metal ever readers will find information on over
3600 bands ranging from the fluffiest aor to the blackest of metal and anything in between starting way back in 1970 until
today detailed biographies discographies members information hometowns geographical index with a map and a members
index including over 11700 names all of it topped off with never before published band photos and over 4700 record
covers

The Heaviest Encyclopedia of Swedish Hard Rock and Heavy Metal Ever!

2013

Тhis encyclopedia is dedicated to hungarian rock and to reference data practical and to every rock band hungary
encyclopedia addressed to a wide range of fans of all hungarian style rock of rock n rolla pop jazz hard rocka to heavy
metal doom death etc and also includes information about the group and discography

Encyclopedia of Hungarian rock. Volume one

2020-03-06

a fascinating survey of popular culture in europe from celtic punk and british tv shows to spanish fashion and italian sports
from one direction and adele to penelope cruz and alexander skarsgard many europeans are becoming household names in
the united states this ready reference guide covers international pop culture spanning music literature movies television
and radio the internet sports video games and fashion from the mid 20th century through the present day the
organization of the book with entries arranged alphabetically within thematic chapters allows readers to quickly find the
topic they are seeking additionally indexing allows for cross cultural comparisons to be made between pop culture in
europe to that of the united states an extensive chronology and lengthy introduction provide important contextual
information such as the united states influence on movies music and the internet the effect of censorship on internet and
social media use and the history of pop culture over the years topics feature key musicians songs books actors and actresses
movies and television shows popular websites top athletes games clothing fads and designers and much more

Pop Culture in Europe

2017-10-12

the book critically examines the issue of community formation in metal music via theoretical reflections on communal
formation and empirical research in the field scholars interested in extreme music and community formation will become
familiar with this particular collective experience now prevalent throughout the world

Heavy Metal Music and the Communal Experience

2016

a wide range of researchers are currently investigating different properties and applications for copper containing proteins
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biochemists researching metal metabolism in organisms ranging from bacteria to plants to animals are working in a
completely different area of discovery than scientists studying the transportation and regulation of minerals and small
molecule nutrients they are both working with copper containing proteins but in very different ways and with differing
anticipated outcomes

Copper-Containing Molecules

2002-11-01

this updated reissue of mark levine s acclaimed revolutionary book on sub and countercultural music in the middle east
brings this groundbreaking portrait of the region s youth cultures to a new generation featuring a new preface by the
author in conversation with the band the kominas about the problematic connections between extreme music and islam
an eighteen year old moroccan who loves black sabbath a twenty two year old rapper from the gaza strip a young
lebanese singer who quotes bob marley s redemption song heavy metal punk hip hop and reggae are each the music of
protest and are considered immoral by many in the muslim world as the young people and subcultures featured in mark
levine s heavy metal islam so presciently predicted this music turned out to be the soundtrack of countercultures
uprisings and even revolutions from morocco to pakistan in heavy metal islam originally published in 2008 mark levine
explores the influence of western music on the middle east and north africa through interviews with musicians and fans
introducing us to young people struggling to reconcile their religion with a passion for music and a thirst for change the
result is a revealing tour de force of contemporary cultures across the muslim majority world through the region s
evolving music scenes that only a musician scholar and activist with levine s unique breadth of experience could narrate a
new york times editor s pick when it was first published heavy metal islam is a surprising wildly entertaining foray into
a historically authoritarian region where music reveals itself to be a true democratizing force and a groundbreaking work
of scholarship that pioneered new forms of research in the region

Heavy Metal Islam

2022-09-13

this book brings together the most recent advances from leading experts in the burgeoning field of environmental
biotechnology the contributing chapters adopt a multidisciplinary approach related to environmental aspects of agriculture
industry pharmaceutical sciences and drug developments from plant and microbial sources biochemical chemical
techniques methods protocols involved in different areas of environmental biotechnology book also highlights recent
advancements newly emerging technologies and thought provoking approaches from different parts of the world it also
discusses potential future prospects associated with some frontier development of biotechnological research related to the
environment this book will be of interest to teachers researchers biotechnologists capacity builders and policymakers and
will serve as additional reading material for undergraduate and graduate students of biotechnology microbiology and
environmental sciences

Biotechnology for Sustainable Environment

2021-08-01

what was a hero in classical antiquity why is it that their characteristics have transcended chronological and cultural
barriers while they are still role models in our days how have their features changed to be embodied by comic
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superheroes and film how is their essence vulgarized and turned into a mass consumption product what has happened
with their literary and artistic representation along centuries of elitist western culture this book aims at posing these and
other questions about heroes allowing us to open a cultural reflection over the role of the classical world in the present its
meaning in mass media and the capacity of the greek and roman civilizations to dialogue with the modern world this
dialogue offers a glimpse into modern cultural necessities and tendencies which can be seen in several aspects such as the
hero s vulnerability the archetype s banalization the possibility to extend the heroic essence to individuals in search of
identities vital as well as gender or class identities in some products videogames heavy metal music our research enables a
deeper understanding of the hero s more obvious characteristics such as their physical and moral strength all these
tendencies contemporary and consumable contradictory with one another yet vigorous above all acquire visibility by
means of a polyhedral vehicle which is rich in possibilities of rereading and reworking the greco roman hero in such a
virtual and postmodern world as the one we inhabit it comes not without surprise that we still resort to an idea like the
hero which is as old as the west

The Hero Reloaded

2020-03-15

is heavy metal a racist genre the question deserves to be asked as there have been countless instances of heavy metal
bands supporting whether directly or indirectly notorious xenophobic and white supremacist causes in addition to the
overt racism displayed by some metal bands there has also been a disturbing amount of hate crimes and racially motivated
murders directly associated with heavy metal band members this book by expert heavy metal author antoine grand
exposes the racist past and present of the heavy metal genre this book isn t an attack on heavy metal it s a defense of
heavy metal a defense against those would use music to propagate their bigoted and hateful ideologies

Racist Metal

2017-09-27

their roots lie in the heavy rock of 70s groups like deep purple the music they played heavy metal mixed with punk
attitude became its own genre thrash their bassist died and they survived to became the biggest selling band in the world
as grunge threatened to overtake them they reinvented themselves then their singer went into rehab and they almost
fell apart they are metallica the most influential heavy metal band of the last thirty years as led zeppelin was for hard
rock and the sex pistols were for punk metallica became the band that defined the look and sound of 1980s heavy metal
inventors of thrash metal slayer anthrax and megadeth followed it was always metallica who led the way who pushed to
another level who became the last of the superstar rockers metallica is the fifth largest selling artist of all time with 100
million records sold worldwide their music has extended its reach beyond rock and metal and into the pop mainstream as
they went from speed metal to mtv with their hit single enter sandman until now there hasn t been a critical
authoritative in depth portrait of the band mick wall s thoroughly researched insightful work is enriched by his
interviews with band members record company execs roadies and fellow musicians he tells the story of how a tennis
playing music loving danish immigrant named lars ulrich created a band with singer james hetfield and made his dreams
a reality enter night follows the band through tragedy and triumph from the bus crash that killed their bassist cliff burton
in 1986 to the 2004 documentary some kind of monster and on to their current status as the leaders of the big four festival
that played to a million fans in britain and europe and continues in the u s in 2011 enter night delves into the various
incarnations of the band and the personalities of all key members past and present especially ulrich and hetfield to produce
the definitive word on the biggest metal band on the planet
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Enter Night

2011-05-10

few forms of music elicit such strong reactions as does heavy metal embraced by millions of fans it has also attracted a
chorus of critics who have denounced it as a corrupter of youth even blamed it for tragedies like the murders at littleton
deena weinstein argues that these fears stem from a deep misunderstanding of the energetic rebellious culture of metal
which she analyzes explains and defends the music and its makers its fans its dress code its lyrics she interprets all aspects
of the metal world and in the process unravels the myths misconceptions and truths about an irreverent subculture that
has endured and evolved for twenty years copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Heavy Metal

1991

this book explores dance and choreography as sites for the articulation of new theoretical and historical paradigms in inter
asia cultural studies the chapters in this volume cover a wide range of dance works artists genres and media from kathak
to k pop flash mob dance from cold war diplomacy to avant garde dance collaborations and from festival dance to dance on
screen working against the western centric category of asian dance and western centric theorizations of intercultural
performance that foreground east west relationships each contribution shows how dances in asia make one another as their
key aesthetic references beyond eurocentric influences as well as how inter asia relations emerge from cultural
geographical and aesthetic diversity within the region this book is the first of its kind in both cultural studies and dance
studies it will contribute greatly to readers understanding of how performance shapes and transforms the cultural and
political dynamics of inter asia with a focus on dance circulations in and across east south and southeast asia inter asia in
motion dance as method will be a key resource for academics researchers and advanced students of dance studies
performance studies cultural studies asian studies international relations and politics history and sociology the chapters
included in this book were originally published in inter asia cultural studies

Heavy Duty

2019-10-17

documentary heavy metal in baghdad featuring the members of iraq s only heavy metal band acrassicauda and their daily
struggle to survive and rock on even as their country fell into a bloody insurgency acrassicauda latin for a deadly black
scorpion is iraq s only heavy metal band inspired by groups like metallica slayer and slipknot the band began writing and
playing metal in 2001 performing a handful of shows before the war started in 2003 with increased security precautions
throughout iraq it became difficult to practice or even get through a show without serious problems when they began
receiving death threats from insurgent groups and religious fundamentalists accused them of satan worship they became a
band on the run as recently seen in the feature film documentary of the same name iraq disintegrated around them while
acrassicauda struggled to stay together and stay alive always refusing to let their heavy metal dreams die their story
echoes the unspoken hopes of an entire generation of young iraqis and it became a race against time humanitarian effort
irrevocably transforming everyone s lives in the process going beyond the documentary to explore all the players unique
perspectives heavy metal in baghdad features new information about one of the most dramatic and unique stories in
modern music
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Inter-Asia in Motion

2023-10-03

although studies of men and masculinity have gained momentum little has been published that focuses on the media and
their relationship to men as men men masculinity and the media addresses this shortcoming scholars from across the social
sciences investigate past media research on men and masculinity they also examine how the media serve to construct
masculinities how men and their relationships have been depicted and how men respond to media images from comic
books and rock music to film and television this groundbreaking volume scrutinizes the interrelationship among men the
media and masculinity

Heavy Metal in Baghdad

2009-11-17

this book is the first to take comedy seriously as an important aspect of the popular mockumentary form of film and
television fiction it examines the ways in which mockumentary films and television programmes make visible through
comedy the performances that underpin straight documentaries and many of our public figures mockumentary comedy
focuses on the rock star and the politician two figures that regularly feature as mockumentary subjects these public figures
are explored through detailed textual analyses of a range of film and television comedies including a hard day s night this
is spinal tap the thick of it veep and the works of christopher guest and alison jackson this book broadens the scope of
existing mockumentary scholarship by taking comedy seriously in a sustained way for the first time it ultimately argues
that the comedic performances by performers and of documentary conventions are central to the form s critical
significance and popular appeal

Men, Masculinity and the Media

1992-02-26

online communities continue to evolve as more people take on a virtual presence this shift in online communities and the
diversity of individuals populating the web has allowed for the emergence of virtual communities centered on niche
topics of interests ranging from heavy metal music to indigenous and native culture educational psychological and
behavioral considerations in niche online communities examines the presence of online communities centered around
niche topics of interest and the impact of these virtual spaces on community members taking perspectives from
interdisciplinary fields such as sociology psychology and education this publication will appeal to educators psychologists
behaviorists students and researchers interested in the impact of virtual communities on individuals as well as the
opportunities these online communities present

Mockumentary Comedy

2018-07-13

heavy metal has developed from a british fringe genre of rock music in the late 1960s to a global mass market consumer
good in the early twenty first century early proponents of the musical style such as black sabbath deep purple judas priest
saxon uriah heep and iron maiden were mostly seeking to reach a young male audience songs were often filled with
violent sexist and nationalistic themes but were also speaking to the growing sense of deterioration in social and
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professional life at the same time however heavy metal was seriously indebted to the legacies of blues and classical music
as well as to larger literary and cultural themes the genre also produced mythological concept albums and rewritings of
classical poems in other words heavy metal tried from the beginning to locate itself in a liminal space between pedestrian
mass culture and a rather elitist adherence to complexity and musical craftsmanship speaking from a subaltern position
against the hegemonic discourse this collection of essays provides a comprehensive and multi disciplinary look at british
heavy metal from its beginning through the new wave of british heavy metal up to the increasing internationalization
and widespread acceptance in the late 1980s the individual chapter authors approach british heavy metal from a textual
perspective providing critical analyses of the politics and ideology behind the lyrics images and performances rather than
focus on individual bands or songs the essays collected here argue with the larger system of heavy metal music in mind
providing comprehensive analyses that relate directly to the larger context of british life and culture the wide range of
approaches should provide readers from various disciplines with new and original ideas about the study of this
phenomenon of popular culture

Educational, Psychological, and Behavioral Considerations in Niche Online
Communities

2014-02-28

this book presents a detailed overview and critical evaluation of the state of the art and latest approaches in genetic
manipulation studies on plants to mitigate the impact of climate change on growth and productivity each chapter has been
written by experts in plant stress biology and highlights the involvement of a variety of genes pathways and their
regulation in abiotic stress recent advances in molecular breeding identification of tightly liked markers qtls genes
transgenesis introduction of exogenous genes or changing the expression of endogenous stress responsive genes and
genomics approaches that have made it easier to identify and isolate several key genes involved in abiotic stress such as
drought water lodging flooding extreme temperatures salinity and heavy metal toxicity food and nutritional security has
emerged as a major global challenge due to expanding populations and cultivated areas becoming less productive as a
result of extreme climatic changes adversely affecting the quantity and quality of plants hence there is an urgent need to
develop crop varieties resilient to abiotic stress to ensure food security and combat increased input costs low yields and the
marginalization of land the role of gm crops in poverty alleviation nutrition and health in developing countries and their
feasibility in times of climate change are also discussed recent advances in gene technologies have shown t he potential for
faster more targeted crop improvements by transferring genes across the sexual barriers the book is a valuable resource for
scientists researchers students planners and industrialists working in the area of biotechnology plant agriculture agronomy
horticulture plant physiology molecular biology plant sciences and environmental sciences

Heavy Metal Music in Britain

2013-01-28

this nagty occasional paper published in april 2007 builds on the findings of a survey of members of the national academy
for gifted and talented youth nagty which found 6 of student members stated that heavy metal was their favourite genre
of music and a third of members rated it within their top five genres heavy metal is often perceived negatively by
society and therefore may be thought to be incongruent with the social perception of gifted and talented individuals
quantitative analysis of self reported musical taste preferences and demographic attitudinal psychological and behavioural
variables were combined with data from an online group interview with 19 nagty members to explore this issue
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Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office

1967

this book presents cutting edge research on the use of physical and mathematical formalisms to model and quantitatively
analyze biological phenomena ranging from microscopic to macroscopic systems the systems discussed in this compilation
cover protein folding pathways gene regulation in prostate cancer quorum sensing in bacteria to mathematical and
physical descriptions to analyze anomalous diffusion in patchy environments and the physical mechanisms that drive
active motion in large sets of particles both fundamental descriptions that can be applied to different phenomena in biology
all chapters are written by well known experts on their respective research fields with a vast amount of scientific
discussion and references in order the interested reader can pursue a further reading given these features we consider
quantitative models for microscopic to macroscopic biological macromolecules and tissues as an excellent and up to date
resource and reference for advanced undergraduate students graduate students and junior researchers interested in the
latest developments at the intersection of physics mathematics molecular biology and computational sciences such research
field without hesitation is one of the most interesting challenging and active of this century and the next

Genetic Manipulation in Plants for Mitigation of Climate Change

2016-01-07

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office

1996

The Darker Side of Bright Students

2007

Quantitative Models for Microscopic to Macroscopic Biological Macromolecules
and Tissues

2018-02-26
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